COLLECT EVIDENCE AND
UPLOAD FROM THE FIELD

AXON CAPTURE
No more wires and SD cards

CARRY LESS. CAPTURE MORE.

Digital Photos | Audio Recordings | Cell Phone Videos
Axon Capture is a mobile application built specifically for law enforcement that allows officers to
capture digital evidence right from the field. The application eliminates the need to carry multiple
devices for photo, video and audio recording. Instead, it uses the capabilities of the smartphone
already in your pocket and adds the security and organization needed to protect truth. You can
add tags, titles or GPS coordinates to any recording before uploading the data to Evidence.com,
without leaving anything on your phone.

800-978-2737 axon.com/capture

A XON CAPTURE
FEATURES & BENEFITS
SIMPLIFIED WORKFLOW: Leverages smartphone
features for data capture

CONNECTED PLATFORM: Integration with
Evidence.com is seamless

GPS: Automatically tags photos and videos with
location data

MOBILE TAGGING: Directly add metadata from
the scene

A PP AVA IL A B L E F O R
APPLE AND ANDROID

A XON CAPTURE
SPECIFICATIONS
COMPATIBILITY
Android: Compatible with Android Devices Version 4.1 and above
iOS: Compatible with Apple iOS 8.0 and above on iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
UPLOAD METHOD
Upload data via any 3G or 4G data connection, or via a Wi-Fi connection
ACCESS
Users must log in to their active Evidence.com account to use the application
STORAGE
The application will only upload data to Evidence.com secured storage
LANGUAGE
Available in English, Spanish, and French
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